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GirL in Dior
annie GoetZinGer

the Girl in Dior is Clara, a freshly hired chronicler, fan of fashion and our guide in the busy corridors of the
brand new house of Christian Dior. it’s February 12, 1947 and the crème de la crème of paris Haute Couture is
ﬂocking to the momentous event of Dior’s first show. in a ﬂurry of corolla shaped skirts, the parade of models
file down the runway. the audience is mesmerized: it’s a triumph! Carmel snow of Harper’s Bazaar cries out:
“it’s quite a revolution, your dresses have such a new look!“ Dior’s career is launched and Clara’s story begins.
soon, she is picked by Dior himself to be his model…
a biography docudrama marrying fiction and the story of one of the greatest couturier in history, it is also a
breathless and stunning presentation of his best designs such as Lauren Bacall wore, rendered by bestselling
artist annie Goetzinger, seen for the first time on this side of the atlantic.

A Graphic Novel Reporter Pick for Winter 2015
A Publishers Weekly Top Ten GNs for Spring!
81/2 x 11, 128pp., full color quarterbound, foil stamped and embossed cover, $27.99
isBn 978-1-56163-914-4

GHetto BrotHer- Warrior to peacemaker
Julian VoLoJ, Claudia aHLerinG
introduction by Jeff Chang, author of “Can’t stop
Won’t stop: a History of the Hip Hop Generation.”

an engrossing and counter view of one of the most dangerous elements of american urban history, this graphic novel
tells the true story of Benjy melendez, son of puerto-rican immigrants, who founded, at the end of the 1960s, the notorious
Ghetto Brothers gang. From the seemingly bombed-out ravages
of his neighborhood, wracked by drugs, poverty, and violence,
he managed to extract an incredibly positive energy from this
riot ridden era: his multiracial gang promoted peace rather than
violence. after initiating a gang truce, the Ghetto Brothers held
weekly concerts on the streets or in abandoned buildings, which
fostered the emergence of hip-hop. melendez also began to reclaim his Jewish roots after learning about his family’s dramatic
crypto-Jewish background.
6 x 9, 128pp., B&W, trade pb., $12.99;
isBn 978-1-56163-948-9

101 oUtstanDinG GrapHiC noVeLs
stephen Weiner, edited by Daniel J. FinGerotH
introduction by ellen Forney

the popular primer on the best graphic novels, initially called the 101 Best Graphic novels, is back
in its 3rd updated edition! expert Librarian stephen Weiner (rise of the Graphic novel, the Hellboy
Companion, the Will eisner Companion), with the crowdsourcing help of professionals in the field,
from artists to critics to leading comic store owners, has sifted through the bewildering thousands of
graphic novels now available to come up with an outstanding, not-to-be-missed 101. With an allencompassing variety of genres, fiction and non-fiction, this serves as a great introduction to this
increasingly inﬂuential world of pop culture and entertainment while also serving as a reference list
for fans on what they may have possibly overlooked. edited by Daniel J. Fingeroth, a writer (spiderman) and also an expert on comics (How to Create Comics from script to print, the stan Lee Universe).
6 x 9, 80pp., full color hardcover, $15.99
isBn 978-1-56163-944-1

SCIENCE- A Discovery in Comics
Margreet de HEER

science: dull or hard to understand? not if you read this book!
the different scientific disciplines in clear, colorful chapters.
8 x 8, 192pp., full color hardcover, $19.99,
isBn 978-1-56163-750-8
also by this author:

PHILOSOPHY- A Discovery in Comics

a fun introduction in comics to deep thinking and the history
of philosophy!
8 x 8, 120pp., full color hardcover, $16.99,
isBn 978-1-56163-698-3

Coming soon: Religion, a Discovery
in Comics, check our site

BUY $30 get a free art print, Buy $50, get it signed! Art made exclusively for this! See the order form.

See previews, many more books and order at NBMPUB.COM

ORDER at 800 886 1223 (M-F 9-6 EST) Also available wherever E-Books are sold.

NEW

MYSTERY/COMICSLIT
By Rick GEARY
LoUise Brooks, Detective

stepping away for a bit from his growing and impressive body of work in the
treasury of murder true crime series, Geary creates a fictional story around a
favorite actress: Louise Brooks. spun around her actual brief meteoric career as a
smoldering film actress who popularized bangs, Geary fantasizes about her coming back to her home town of Wichita where she becomes intrigued by a murder
involving a friend, a famous reclusive writer and a shady beau. not before she gets
herself in great danger will she emerge with the solution the police fail to grasp!
6x9, 80pp., B&W, hardcover, $15.99
isBn 9781561639526
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Also available:
A TREASURY OF VICTORIAN MURDER
COMPENDIUM I

including Jack the ripper, Beast of Chicago, and
Fatal Bullet.
6x9, 228pp., B&W quarterbound hardcover, $24.99,
isBn 978-1-56163-704-1

A TREASURY OF VICTORIAN MURDER
COMPENDIUM II

including the Borden tragedy, the mystery of mary
rogers, the saga of the Bloody Benders, the Case of
madeleine smith, the murder of abraham Lincoln.
6x9, 400pp., B&W quarter-bound hc, $29.99, isBn
978-1-56163-907-6

A TREASURY OF MURDER SET

including Famous players, Lindbergh Child, and the
Case of madeline smith
6x9, 240pp., set of 3 trade pbs, $26.99,
isBn 978-1-56163-730-0
each: 80pp., B&W, 6x9, paperback: 9.95;
hardcover: $15.99

form)

T

THE LINDBERGH CHILD
America’s Hero and the
Crime of the Century
pB: isBn 978-1-56163-530-6

THE BLOODY BENDERS
pB: isBn 978-1-56163-499-6

THE CASE OF MADELEINE SMITH
HC: isBn 978-1-56163-467-5
pB: isBn 978-1-56163-468-2

THE BEAST OF CHICAGO
isBn isBn 978-1-56163-365-4

THE TERRIBLE AXE-MAN
OF NEW ORLEANS

HC: $15.99, isBn 978-1-56163-581-8

JACK THE RIPPER

pB: isBn 978-1-56163-308-1

THE FATAL BULLET
The Assassination of President Garfield
pB: isBn 978-1-56163-228-2

MADISON SQUARE TRAGEDY
The Murder of Stanford White

THE MURDER OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN

LOVERS’ LANE: The Hall-Mills Mystery

THE MYSTERY OF MARY ROGERS

THE LIVES OF SACCO & VANZETTI

THE BORDEN TRAGEDY

FAMOUS PLAYERS
The Mysterious Death of
William Desmond Taylor

A TREASURY OF
VICTORIAN MURDER, Vol. 1

HC: isBn 978-1-56163-762-1

HC: isBn 978-1-56163-425-5
pB: isBn 978-1-56163-426-2

HC: isBn 978-1-56163-628-0

HC: isBn 978-1-56163-274-9

HC: isBn 978-1-56163-605-1

pB: isBn 978-1-56163-189-6

pB: isBn 978-1-56163-309-8

HC: isBn 978-1-56163-555-9,
pB: isBn 978-1-56163-559-7

BUY $30 get a free art print, Buy $50, get it signed! Art made exclusively for this! See the order form.

SEE OUR AUTHORS’ POSTS ON OUR BLOG, NBMPUB.COM/BLOG

ORDER at 800 886 1223 (M-F 9-6 EST) Also available wherever E-Books are sold.
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By etienne DaVoDeaU
LULU aneW

at the end of yet another unproductive job interview, Lulu, on a
whim, takes off for the shore just to get away from it all. she’s got
a husband and kids left bewildered but it’s nothing against them.
this is just her time, getting away from the grind and being taken
for granted with no other plan than savoring it. surprised at her
own temerity, she meets other people on the edge of the world. it
wasn’t meant to be for long. it wasn’t meant to be anything but
in the end, thrilling, fun, and possibly dangerous, this improvised
experience will make of Lulu a different woman. By the author of
the acclaimed the initiates.
Davodeau’s brilliance is connecting it all into a deeply affecting
story about how we seek to change our lives.”
-Publishers Weekly starred review
8½ x 11, 160pp. full color hc, $27.99, isBn 978-1-56163-972-4
also available:

tHe initiates

a Comic artist and a Wine artisan exchange Jobs
“World Top 50 Wine Book 2013. One of the best ever written to understand
wine, it does the same for comic books. A masterpiece.”-Gourmand Magazine
“Intensely thought provoking.” -Publishers Weekly starred review
8 x 11, 272pp., B&W hardcover, $29.99, isBn 978-1-56163-703-4

By Jesse LonerGan
aLL star

it’s the end of the school year in 1998. mark mcGwire is racing sammy
sosa to break the home run record, Bill Clinton is being questioned
about a White House intern named monica Lewinsky, semisonic’s Closing time is on top of the charts, and Carl Carter is leading the elizabeth
monarchs of rural Vermont to the state championship in his senior year.
a full scholarship to the University of maine is waiting for him, and
everyone says he has a shot at the pros. He’s so good he can do whatever he wants.
Until he makes one very arrogant mistake.
6 x 9, 176pp., B&W trade pb.: $13.99, isBn 978-1-56163-835-2
also available:

FLoWer & FaDe

kyle has just settled in to his new city and job. He doesn’t know anyone around but it’s comfy enough in its boring routine. erika, a pretty
neighbor, catches his eye. they meet, they talk. Before they know it,
they’re an ‘item.’ Before they know it, in fact, they’re very very together.
it’s a high but it’s frightening.
6 x 9, 192pp., B&W trade pb.: $13.95, isBn 978-1-56163-496-5

Joe & aZat

Joe is an american in the strange land of turkmenistan who finds a
good friend in azat, a turkmen dreamer whose optimism knows no
bounds. tales of doomed desert cab rides, nights of endless vodka shots,
unlikely turkmen business schemes, and secret girlfriends. Based loosely
on Lonergan’s peace Corps experience in the former soviet republic.
6 x 9, 104pp., B&W trade pb.: $10.95, isBn 978-1-56163-570-2

By patrick atanGan
inVinCiBLe DaYs

this collection of short stories forms a singular narrative that reveals the tiny moments when
you realize you are at the precious end-days of youth. atangan creates an intricate mosaic from
his own childhood memories as well as those gathered from friends and family. Bittersweet, joyful and reﬂective, these are the type of marking moments that best define us as adults. By the
author of the Yellow Jar and silk tapestry.
9 x 6, 128pp., color hc, $19.99,
isBn 978-1-56163-901-4
also available:

Vol.3: tHe tree oF LoVe

Celebrates india’s tradition of elevating romance to a work of
art. atangan adapts rajput polyptych paintings of northern
india and transforms them into a unique and poetic comic
experience.
8½ x 6½, 48pp., full color hardcover: $12.95,
isBn 978-1-56163-438-5
other books in songs of our ancestors, available as e-books,
see our site:
Vol. 1: tHe YeLLoW Jar
Vol. 2: tHe siLk tapestrY

See previews, many more books and order at NBMPUB.COM

ORDER at 800 886 1223 (M-F 9-6 EST) Also available wherever E-Books are sold.
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FANTASY/HORROR
By arthur De pins
ZomBiLLeniUm
neW (august) Vol. 3: Control Freaks

there’s excitement in the Zombillenium horror themed park run by actual monsters.
Brought in by Behemoth himself, the vampire Beauford Jaggar Carniegie iii is officially
supposed to help Ceo Francis in managing the park. But the employees expect the
worst: isn’t he known as a cold-blooded killer? if one looks more closely, the reasons
for his coming may seem less anodyne than announced. of course, his mission is to
increase return on investment for the shareholders, but for Behemoth that return has
to be in souls. Francis is appalled but obligated to kowtow to the almighty consultant,
determined to take power and pervert the rules of Zombillenium. meanwhile, aurelian
goes through a bad patch. Depressed by his immortal status and the absurdity of his
life... sorry, his death, he’s burned out. and burnout, in a powerful demon, can be devastating. Held back in extremis by Gretchen, he avoids the worst. this is timely, because
Gretchen has a plan for him... a particularly biting new episode of Zombillenium in
which we discover the underbelly of the most monstrous amusement park in the world.
9 x 12, 48pp. full color hardcover, $14.99; isBn 978-1-56163-956-4
also available:
each: 9 x 12, 48pp., full color hardcover, $14.99
Vol. 1: Gretchen: isBn 978-1-56163-734-8
Vol. 2: Human resources: isBn 978-1-56163-850-5

By Lewis tronDHeim & Johann sFar
DUnGeon
neW twilight, Vol. 4
the end of Dungeon
with alfred, mazan.

“a big inspiration for me and the crew who write on the show.
Dungeon’s a great comic, and i look to it for the sort of casual conversation they have with the big fantasy world that they all live in.”
-adventure time’s pendleton Ward
6½ x 9, 96pp., full color pb., $14.99, isBn 978-1-56163-919-9
also available:

DUnGeon: Zenith, Vol. 2: the Barbarian princess

65/8 x 9, 96pp. full color trade pb., $14.95, isBn 978-1-56163-421-7

DUnGeon: Zenith, Vol. 3: Back in style

6½ x 9, 96pp, full color trade pb., $14.99, isBn 978-1-56163-550-4

DUnGeon Zenith set: Volumes 1-3

6½ x 9, 288pp., full color trade pbs., 3 volume banded set, $39.99, normally $45,
isBn 978-1-56163-624-2

DUnGeon: the early Years, Vol. 1: the night shirt

6½ x 9, 96pp. full color trade pb., $14.99, isBn 978-1-56163-439-2

DUnGeon: the early Years, Vol. 2: innocence Lost

6½x 9, 96pp., full color trade pb.: $12.95, isBn 978-1-56163-564-1

DUnGeon: twilight, Vol. 1: Dragon Cemetery

6 x 9, 96pp., full color trade pb., $14.99; isBn 978-1-56163-460-6

DUnGeon: twilight, Vol. 2: armageddon

6½ x 9, 96pp., full color trade pb., $14.99, isBn 978-1-56163-477-4

DUnGeon: twilight, Vol. 3: the new Centurions

6½ x 9, 96pp., full color trade pb., $12.99, isBn 978-1-56163-578-8

DUnGeon: parade, Vol. 2: Day of the toads

6 x 9, 64pp., full color trade pb., $9.95, isBn 978-1-56163-507-8

DUnGeon: monstres, Vol. 2: the Dark Lord

6 x 9 , 96pp., full color trade paperback, $12.95, isBn 978-1-56163-540-5

DUnGeon: monstres, Vol. 3: Heartbreaker

6 x 9, 96pp. full color trade pb.: $12.99, isBn 978-1-56163-591-7

DUnGeon: monstres, Vol. 4: night of the Ladykiller

6½ x 9, 96pp., full color trade pb.: $14.99, isBn 978-1-56163-608-2

By HUBert & kerasCoet
BeaUtY

the team behind miss Don’t touch me is back with an engrossing tale for grown-ups
on the nature of beauty, both fascinating and corrupting.
When Coddie unintentionally delivers a fairy from a spell that held her prisoner, she
does not realize how poisoned the wish is she gets in return.
From repulsive and stinking of fish she becomes perceived
OR
as magnetically beautiful, which does not help her in her
AND GDE ER
village. a young local lord saves her but soon it becomes
E
X
CLUSIV T HIS
apparent her destiny may be far greater…
(on ord E PRINT
8½ x 11, 152pp., full color hc, $27.99, isBn 9781561638949
er form
)

miss Don’t toUCH me
the Complete story

now in an omnibus complete large format hardcover edition. paris in the thirties. the
‘Butcher of the Dances’ is on the prowl for young loose women. Blanche works as a maid
along with the only family she knows, her sister, fun-loving agatha. suddenly, Blanche
loses her to what she saw was murder but others only write off as suicide. she decides to
take matters into her own hands. in her pursuit, she ends up hired into a luxury house
of call-girls. she will go to all lengths to resolve the mystery!
8½ x 11, 192pp., full color hc, $29.99, isBn 9781561638994

BUY $30 get a free art print, Buy $50, get it signed! Art made exclusively for this! See the order form.

SEE OUR AUTHORS’ POSTS ON OUR BLOG, NBM.COM/BLOG
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By Hartmann
Barbarian Chicks & Demons

The exploits of Barbarian warrior women in an Heroic Fantasy world continue. Cunning and lasciviousness galore with often a tongue firmly in cheek on these beautifully painted stories set to amuse and arouse!
Each: 8½ x 11, 48pp., full color trade pb., $11.99
Vol. 1: ISBN 978-1-56163-536-8
Vol. 2: ISBN 978-1-56163-574-0
Vol. 4: ISBN 978-1-56163-616-7
Vol. 5: ISBN 978-1-56163-714-0
Vol. 6: ISBN 978-1-56163-873-4

By Mapp
IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU, Vol. 1

Another outstanding Spanish artist from Kiss Magazine presents everyday situations
gone very very lubricious. Suddenly a guy gets lucky with... a neighbor, a client, a
horny woman wanting sex NOW! Fetchingly rendered by Mapp. You’ll love his hot
wanton women.
8½ x 11, 48pp., full color trade pb., $11.99, ISBN 978-1-56163-607-5

IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU, Vol. 2

The doctor who sees a chick who needs help with deeply embedded… love beads;
the wedding dress maker hit on by the horny bride; the hot woman dentist who puts
you to sleep and then into sexual bondage… hey, you never know, it could happen
to you!
8½ x 11, 48pp., full color trade pb., $12.99, ISBN 978-1-56163-926-7
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